Today

High: 62°F Low: 53°F
I’m picking up good vibrations.
She’s giving me excitations.

Tomorrow

High: 61°F Low: 43°F
It’s such a good vibration. It’s
such a sweet sensation.

hu, Nov
12
8:30PM

Fri, Nov
13
8:30PM
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Sexually Harassed Man
Pretty Okay with Situation
Rico Bastian
Editor-in-chief

Over the weekend, while attending a
house party, MTU student Wendan
Brayward found himself at the center of
unwelcomed sexual contact from members of the opposite sex, all of which he
later looked back on with feelings of
complacency.
“Almost as soon as I got to the party, someone copped a feel of my butt,”
Brayward said. “I thought it was a
friend playing a prank or something,
but when I turned around, it was some
girl I never met before. She flashed me
a smile, and I just kinda took it all in.
While my personal space was violated,
I don’t think there’s any need to bring
the authorities into this. I mean, the
girl was stacked.”
Throughout the night, Brayward was
the victim of countless acts of sexual
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Above: Wendan Brayward’s booty is being felt up by a complete stranger at a party. “The slaps get pretty annoying, and some of them can even
hurt, but some of them really get in there, like a massage. It’s kinda relaxing,” Brayward said.

harassment from strangers, but what
surprised him even more were the uninitiated interactions of a sexual nature
from close friends whom he trusts.

“At one point my friend Vanna [Desedaes] came up to me and started just
complimenting me out of nowhere,”
See Man Butt on back

Dinosaur Erotica: It’s Out There
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theater

the studio pizza
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THE HOLY BROKE
Fri, Oct
30 Nov 7 Kent
Ueland is The Holy Broke, an
8:30PM

Sat,8:30PM
Nov 7

The

SAT

exceptional singer songwriter of witty
& whistleable tunes with an alt country
vibe!

THU

REALTIME JAZZ BAND

Nov 12 Jazz Guitar, Piano & Brass on standards
from RealTime Jazz Band with Charles &
Kirsten White & Mike Irish

FRI

THE SLAMMING DOORS

Nov 13 The Slamming Doors in their trio format
are heading to the Orpheum for the first
time with a great mix of Americana, Roots
and Southern Rock

THU

THE WRONG OMAR

Nov 19 Joey Shaheen visits the Orpheum again

Saloon

with his mix of roots/folk/rock with
blues harp & stories-always a crowd
pleaser! www.thewrongomar.com

Anna Hohnstadt
Staff Writer
Have you been struggling and failing to
find erotic literature to suit your fancy?
Do you sometimes fantasize about human beings having hot sex with large
reptiles (or bird-ish creatures, depending on which scientists you believe)?
Are you finding yourself replacing
“Netflix and chill” with “Jurassic Park
and chill”? If you answered no to all of
the preceding questions, then you and
I are in the same boat. If you answered
yes to any of those questions, however,
here are some reviews written by real
Amazon customers of real books you
just might want to check out.

T-Rex Troubles
Alara Branwen
Average Rating: 1.8/5 stars
“I saw this on @midnight and exchanged “how is this a thing” looks with
my husband. I downloaded the preview. Soon after my kindle packed itself
up in [its] box and sent [itself] back to
Amazon. Also, I could be wrong, but I
am pretty sure I am on a watch list of
some sort.”
-r renner
“It has to be seen to be believed. I read it
for a laugh, and I got that... and horror.
The least sexy erotica ever, my vagina
might have shriveled up, but I laughed
See Pterodactyle Porn on back

From Pterodactyle Porn on front

THE PILE

all night. I MADE MY CHOICE”
-Alexandria Torres
Psychic Raptors in Lust
by Eden Redd
Average Rating: 4.0/5 stars
“Quick fun read with all the usual characters from the sexually repressed main
female to that co-worker that probably
wanted to bang her. Add in some sciency stuff to introduce some lusty raptors and the rest is fodder found from
the murky depths of dinosaur fanfiction. Decent read considering the situations presented and the fact that this
is smut.”
-Raivyn
Taken by the T-Rex
by Christie Sims
Average Rating: 3.6/5 stars
“It is very uncommon to find accurate
depictions of dinosaur on woman sex.
If, like me, you have found it increasingly difficult to satisfy your need to
recount old times, then this literary
masterpiece is for you. No other author
has truly been able to both arouse and
entice my intense desire to mate with
a T-Rex as accurately and successfully
as Christie Sims. I would not be surprised if this book outsells the Bible
and brings about a new age of literary
enlightenment.”
-Hermaphlodon
Taken by the Pterodactyl
by Christie Sims
Average Rating: 4.3/5 stars
“I suppose I should be happy about
any increased acceptance for those of
us who dream of being part of the wild
sex-scapes of prehistory, but I won’t be
truly satisfied until someone sates my
desire for prokaryotic erotica. Nevertheless, kudos. We’re getting there.”
-Jeff Lange
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Signs that she wants the D:
•

Mating calls

•

Signed up for the same class

•

Attends your intervention

•

Sex-Daggers

•

You are a hockey player

•

She’s underage and you’re 21

•

Files restraining order

•

Doesn’t mention boyfriend

•

Not looking at you (playing
hard to get)

•

She catches you rolling in
dem Heelys

•

Steals your identity

•

Only screams a little

•

Confronted you about stealing her underwear

•

She is also your hand
From Man Butt on front

Brayward said. “I thought it was all very
sweet of her, and suddenly she starts
making out with me. I’ve always known
our relationship to be strictly platonic,
and I felt really uncomfortable with her
forcing this change in our relationship.
She’s a real good kisser though, so I’d
say her and I are still cool.”
Wendan didn’t attend the party alone,
but even with the protection and support of his friends, they could only look
on as their friend was harassed by other party goers.
“At the end of the night, Wendan was
pretty drunk, but this one girl assured
us she would take care of him,” Brayward’s roommate Cori Anistab said.
“He was in no position to make any sort
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•

Acts like she doesn’t know
what IV breeding is so you
can explain it to her

•

Used the less irritating pepper
spray

•

Saw your Dragon Ball Z action figures

•

You’re not a member of the
Daily Bull

•

You lock eyes at Necrophiliacs Anonymous

•

Digimon: The Movie
soundtrack in her CD player

•

Knows nothing about you as
a person

•

Is a local

•

Mentions “Natural Family
Planning” on first date

•

She accepts the $20

of decision himself, so we entrusted
him to her. About twenty minutes later, we were leaving, and we heard him
yelling ‘WHOOOOOOO!’ from a rocking car in the parking lot. I don’t want
to talk about this anymore.”
Though Brayward has been very
lenient with the crimes committed
against him, he recalls one act which he
found more disturbing than the rest.
“There was this one girl giving me this
really sexual look, and she was licking
her finger in what I can only assume
was supposed to be a sexy-ish way,”
Brayward said. “She was kinda ugly
though, and it made me feel violated.
I’ll let that one go just this once, but if it
happens again, I’m filing a formal complaint.”
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